
Chasing my Y-DNA part 10 

Putting it simply after some of the clans;
Scott, Armstrong, Kerr, Graham, and Elwald fought for the Douglas which fought for 
Robert de Bruce a Border between Scotland and England began establishing itself 
around 1320. This put some a lot of the clans on two sides of the border, such as the 
Elwald. On the Scottish side of the border Elwald became Ellot, and the Elwald on the 
English side of the border tended toward Elwold/Elwould then Ellwood. For names like 
Allen and Allan; Allen is more English, and Allan is the most Scottish. For Tait/Tate; 
Tait is the most Scottish, and Tate is the most English.

The Scott, and Elwald came to were English, from where they came to Scotland or the 
Scottish border came to them. It is felt that the Armstrong and Kerr were in Northern 



Northumbria, and the ca 1320 border was established between, making some that were 
Northumbria English, Scottish, this is known to be in the border region, but Scotts, 
Elwald, Graham, and Crosar are felt to come from more south in England, the point 
major point of entry would be in the are of Leven, and that is where one would get the 
“Traitors of Leven”. These clans not only brought themselves into the region but brought 
their surnames into a region.  It is felt that in Scotland these clan gain different Y-DNA, 
but past on there male line driven surname.

The Scottish/English border of 1320 was created about the same time surnames were 
gaining use in Scotland. Though the surname Elwald was Northumbria, and the new 
border crossed Northumbria, the name was being brought into the region of the Leven 
River. If any region is suspected to emerge various Elwald/Ellot/Elliot Y-DNA in 
Scotland it would be in this region in which it is though the Elwald began to fight for the 
Douglas. Those who fought for the Elwald, or the Elwald may have represented a 
religious person in the region, those without a surname some may take on the Elwald 
surname.  

In my area there is a line of Elliott which are Navajo. On a Tommy Elliott, asked him 
how he got his name. Since I have Methodist Circuit Riders in my history, and various 
missionaries came to the region to convert the Navajos to Christianity, it was felt the he 
got his name from a missionary which found it was correct. This Navajo taking on the 
name Elliott would have a different Y-DNA then the original missionary. Navajo with 
the surname Elliott, are not of Scotland, they been in America awhile.

Since surname are fair recent to this region it gives me an understanding how the are 
acquired and changes. For instance the surname Chischelly which closely means in 
Navajo curly hair may make there name English they may change it to Curly. Like 
changing Elwald to Elwood.

 



Mapping the Leven Flu 

There are two Kirkandrews in the region, the north one is one the 
Esk, and the south one is on the Eden.



It can be seen that the Leven runs between the Esk and the Eden.

In 1646 there is a kirk (church) at Kirkandrews-on-the-Esk.



It can be noted on the 1576 map there is no kirk (church) at 
Kirkandrews on the Esk, but there is a tower, and the tower there is 
known to be the Graham Peel tower (pictured on map upper left of 
map peel tower symbol).



Canonbie is where the church was at the time.

Robert de Bruce to John de Soulis 1318 to Archibald Douglas the 
Barony of Kirk Andrews in 1321.

It is felt that around 1320 with the assistance of the Douglas Clan, 
the Elwald/Ellot/Elliot Clan began.

This shows the region of the Leven in the Barony of Kirk Andrews 
was owned by an Archibald Douglas, from land pasted down from 
Robert de Bruce.



Achibald De (of) Douglas, Knt of Liddesdale, lands of Kirkandrews and Cavers.

If the Traitors of Leven traveled for Leven to Cavers they likely 
traveled through Liddesdale.  



It should be noted that a John Elwald rector of St. Andrews University, 1418, was rector 



of Kirkandrews in 1423, and this should be noted, and likely an old family member.

Nicholas de Stuteville, died in Cottingham, East Riding, Yorkshire where there was a 
Willaim Elwald ca 1500, he owned Liddel Castle near Redheugh ca 1200.

In 1384 there was a of Nicholforest.



Thieves and Traitors of Leven, with the English



The Scotts, Elwald, Armstrong, and Douglas are the Traitors of Leven. It is felt that the Scotts, 
Elwald, and Armstrong were of Northumbria (before 1320 considered England) which is now 
considered Scotland, and they are of English blood and get English to raid with them.
At about the time Robert Elwald was obtain Redheugh, listed was a John Elwald their were Robert 
Elwald and his son John said to be true Englishmen, of Hexam.



Also a John and Robert Elwald are listed in Yorkshire as early as 1471.

It is felt that the Elwald are originally from Northumbria (England), then became of 
Scotland, and this seems to follow with my Y-DNA.



Robert Elwald the son of Alan (Alan opposed to Allen today would be Scottish).

From Cave to Cavers; Elwalds all the way.
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